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The following suggested guidelines are based on input from Chapter, Group and Section representatives present at the 2009 Denver, 2011 St. Louis and 2013 Denver Summits, and subsequent discussions amongst the Local Involvement Committee (LIC) members. The intent of these guidelines is to provide a list to the Chapters which will help them prioritize activities found beneficial by other GI Chapters. Additional detail has been provided as attachments which will be added to and updated in the future. We see this as an evolving document and welcome Chapter’s comments and additions.

- **Communicate effectively with local Geo-practitioners and interact with ASCE Sections and Branches, G-I Graduate Student Organizations and other affiliated organizations:** This communication and interaction should include regular emails, current/up-to-date web sites, newsletters, and/or tweets. Many Chapters include in their local membership engineers, contractors, suppliers and other non-geotechnical professionals who play an important role in the success of our profession and project pursuits. This communication should also include the Geo-Institute Organizational Members in the area (a list of Organizational Members and contacts is attached for reference).

- **Develop a core of supporting firms to provide effective encouragement and resources:** This includes reaching out to Managing Principals in local offices to develop the necessary base.

- **Reach out to other engineers and contractors (outside the geotechnical field) to develop a broader base:** This could include bringing others outside the geo-profession into dinner meetings and seminars where the content provides a beneficial link.

- **Hold well-attended regular meetings:** Monthly evening or lunch hour meetings can be arranged at a variety of venues. This could include dinner and drinks or rotating lunch hour “brown bag” meetings at the offices of the GI Chapter members or Organization Member offices.

- **Encourage student attendance at meetings by subsidizing meals:** This can be accomplished by approaching local firms and Organizational Member firms active with the GI to provide financial support. This is a very small concession if spread among a number of firms.
• **Provide geotechnical student night meetings to discuss ongoing study and research:** This would involve reaching out to local universities and colleges, as well as soliciting interest from local firms with interns and staff pursuing geotechnical degrees outside the area.

• **Develop a standardized PDH form (see attached from Seattle Chapter):** PDHs should be available for technical meetings (monthly dinner or lunch presentations) as well as other seminar or short courses organized by the Chapters (note some states have strict PDH’s policies, check with your local board if you are unsure of your states requirements).

• **Provide quality presentations on current technical subjects and relevant ethics:** This can be supported by the Cross USA Lecture Tour, the GIs efforts to reinvigorate the Speakers Bureau, and the LIC interest in elevating the need to provide “affordable” video streaming of keynote speakers from a variety of ASCE professional events (annual Geo-Congresses would be of particular interest to many practitioners).

The above items often create the core activities of many of our Chapters. In addition to these activities, the following pursuits could be developed to enhance your Chapters presence in the community and further member’s professional development:

• Provide scholarships to geotechnical students.

• Provide funding for the GeoChallenge competition held at the annual Geo Congress. (“The GeoChallenge is a set of student competitions sponsored by the Geo-Institute to challenge and encourage undergraduate and graduate civil engineering students interested in geotechnical engineering”).

• Support younger members and develop special programs focused on their need.

• Lead or participate in active K-12 outreach programs.

• Host or participate in regional geotechnical seminars, coordinating with other Chapters.

• Sponsor public service/awareness activities.

• Champion sustainability principles and awareness.

• Setting and achieving healthy membership goals.

• Encourage member firms to pursue one of many ASCE Geo-Institute awards available annually.

• Highlight local Diplomates (D.GE.) and encourage members to apply to the Academy of Geo-Professionals for Diplomate Status.

**Things the LIC can and should consider doing to facilitate the pursuit of these activities by the Chapters:**

• Maintain/annually update the Chapter leadership contact information readily available on the GI website.

• Develop an on-line annual survey to be completed by any GI Chapter member, but required of the existing Chapter leadership.

• Provide Chapter updates for inclusion in GeoStrata.
Ideas and insights from Chapter representatives for successful events were discussed during the past Summits. Typically, the Chapter will form a small committee to steer the planning activities and interact with the Chapter’s general membership. The factors felt most important to influencing the success of Chapter events included the following:

1. Define your purpose. Will the event be a monthly dinner meeting or lunch? Are you developing a technical seminar or short course? Full day or something shorter? Will it be presented during the week or on a weekend? What time of year, locale, etc. are you focusing on? Will the event make money or at least break even?

2. Define your topic. This will include consideration of past topics if this event is an ongoing activity (keeping a list of past dinner/lunch meeting or seminar topics is helpful), or choosing an important topic for Chapter membership. Discuss within the steering committee:
   a. What is relevant to your membership
   b. What is relevant to selecting the proper locale of the event?
   c. Know your audience (Chapter members only, or other geo-professionals)
   d. Identify a theme that is based around local interest and issues
   e. Topics should be broad enough to reach across multiple disciplines if you are trying to draw other geo-professionals to the event.

3. Choose your speaker (very important). There are many sources for identifying suitable speakers including your membership knowledge base, Geo-Institute Board members, and previous Geo Congress presenters. But first explore with membership:
   a. What do people want to hear about? Case histories, research topics or new technology?
   b. What is relevant to your practice?
   c. Who is available?
   d. What are speaker’s strengths?

4. Atmosphere must be “fun” and “enjoyable”, whether it is a dinner/lunch meeting or seminar/short course.
   a. Must provide a conducive environment for the exchange of information/conversation
   b. The locale is important.
   c. Vendor participation can add special focus to topic of discussion (important for seminars).

5. Value. Membership will be interested in and feel compelled to participate in future events if value is shown through:
   a. Good oration
   b. Price (remember that not all membership is supported by their employers)
   c. Location central to many